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Sale: Just 99c for 24 hours only! Save 75% over the regular price of $3.99.Can be read as a stand

alone story, but best read after reading Her Billion Dollar Man 1 (start reading this book to see how

to get that free).Debra and Derek seem to have the perfect relationship.They're engaged, and

they've just moved in together...So why is Derek still hesitant to go the final step with her?With his

resources, they can be married sooner rather than later, yet a date still hasn't been penciled

in.Debra's going to find out why, even if it means shaking thing up along the way!Can they

overcome love rivals, scams and more to give Debra the wedding she so badly desires?Find out in

this exciting and sexy romance by top selling author Rochelle Williams.Suitable for over 18s only

due to sex scenes so hot, you'll be running for a cold shower!Full of twists and turns, read now to

find out why Rochelle Williams is tipped to have written the hottest African American romance series

of the year.
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I actually found myself crying at some things that happened in this book. The hero and heroine's

love was so deep and all encompassing that when they went through difficult times, you the reader



went through it with them. Add the element that the hero is a high profile artist who has his own

issues that keep him from fully committing to the heroine who he obviously loves, the fact that his

best friend is also harboring unrequited love for her. Through many twists, turns, hurt feelings,

anger, lies and attempted deceit by ancillary people surrounding the artist's family members, things

heat up and are brought to a head when our heroine takes matters into her own hands to move their

relationship to a conclusion while the artist calls the bluff of the ancillary persons trying to trap off his

family member. This is a sure fire winner of a novel that takes you through the ins and outs of living

the lifestyle of someone who is always in the public eye and how their fans react to them and how

the ones closest to them have their own agendas as well. I would definitely pick this one up if I were

you, for you will have some really good hours of reading enjoyment. WINNER!

I loved this story. It had me gripped from the very first page. I wasn't sure initially if I would enjoy as I

am not a big fan of music artists but I can honestly say this was well worth the read. The hero and

heroine Derek and Debra two people who didn't have it easy in life but who managed to overcome

all the obstacles along the way to be together. I also loved the second character's story of Shaun

and Ana and no doubt they will have their own story. A beautiful read if you have. Few hours to

spare it can be read in one sitting. Thoroughly enjoyed and will definitely read more from this author.

Rochelle always writes books with deep characters who are often flawed but rise above it! Debra

and Derek's story is well written, they are as real as if they were your brother or sister. The theme

throughout this book and the 1st one is trust.....we can do nothing without it! The sex of course is

delish!

I really enjoyed this story, it was well developed and flowed nicely. I liked Debra and Derek's

characters and enjoyed their story. The drama was good and reading about Derek's commitment

issues and him wanting Debra but afraid was interesting. I was interested in their story and how it

would end.

I read both books and I have to say I love this story. Each of the characters had a past that could

heavily easily broke their blossoming love but they stuck on there together and in doing so bought

out the love in others! This was a good read!

This was greater after communicating you find out the true person and some time you have to show



your love how it would be if you aren't there for them to realize how much they love you.

All of the characters had some form of adversity in their lives. However, they all eventually coped

with it well. It made them all stronger individuals and good friends.
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